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About Our Work
Educational Alliance, a 126-year-old New York institution, is a vibrant, dynamic organization serving New Yorkers from all walks of life. From our beginnings as a place for Jewish immigrants to learn how to acclimate to the U.S., we serve everyone regardless of the language they speak, where they come from, or their socioeconomic status. To date, we have helped 4 million New Yorkers.

Driven by Jewish values and the belief that learning is a lifelong process, we strive to create programs and services that embrace innovation and build community. We have re-defined how to serve a community, offering a wide variety of engaging and educational opportunities for everyone in each stage of life.

We're a living laboratory, piloting and investigating ways to solve problems, creating a better society, and advocating for the vulnerable. We believe that everyone should have a chance to live a better a life and that arts & culture, education, health & wellness, and social services can help to lay that foundation.

Dear Friends,

Educational Alliance is proud to have had another incredible year of providing transformative service in the Lower East Side and East Village. Each day, we work to maximize the potential of our 126-year-old organization so that we can continue to enable over 50,000 New Yorkers every year to live their best lives. Our newly renovated, state of the art flagship building, the Manny Cantor Center, opened this year and has become a hub for arts and culture, health and fitness, education, and community events.

We are working strategically and wisely to manage our resources, while using innovation and creativity to ensure that we are providing the best for our community members. We are continuing to pilot our two-generation work with Head Start families, ensuring that the whole family is given the opportunity to fulfill their education and employment goals.

Educational Alliance invests in families because we understand that strong families build strong communities. This shapes our approach and is why we offer programming for family members of all ages across our 18 locations. We also understand that community centers are the smartest place to provide programs because they bring diverse members of a neighborhood together in a welcoming space, on common ground and offer the opportunities to build social capital.

We know our model works. For the eighth year in a row, 100% of our College Prep youth are going to college. Our Weinberg Center for Balanced Living has more than doubled its membership, now serving over 2,400 older adults. Currently, 53% of our Head Start parents are taking classes with us to learn English and prepare for college.

This is just a sampling of the work we're able to do each year at Educational Alliance. We've had one of our best years. We're deeply grateful to our volunteers, donors, and Trustees for their dedication and generosity in helping us continue to provide multi-generational transformations in our neighborhood.

We would like to thank Russell Makowsky in particular for his unwavering commitment, wisdom, and fortitude during his tenure as Chairman of the Board.

We are honored to serve this organization and we could not be more excited for what the next year holds for Educational Alliance. We look forward to continuing our partnership with you as we expand our services to maximize our impact in our community.

Erica Tishman    Alan van Capelle
Chairman of the Board  President & CEO
This past year, the Manny Cantor Center opened as Educational Alliance’s newest community center. Transforming our historic flagship building on East Broadway, we designed the Manny Cantor Center for a changing neighborhood. The Center, which sits at the crossroads of wealth, poverty, and everything in between, brings people with a diversity of perspectives and skills together to build a stronger neighborhood and a stronger city. Our first year has shown that this vision resonates with our community. Each day, 1,500 people of all ages and backgrounds enter the Manny Cantor Center to participate in our programs.

The 14th Street Y is a leader in the downtown Jewish community. This past year, the 14th Street Y launched Downtown Jews, a growing network of 20 downtown synagogues and Jewish organizations. Representing many denominations and a diversity of ideas, this group is collaborating to build a vibrant Jewish community in downtown Manhattan through inclusive events that highlight Jewish culture.
Educational Alliance is committed to empowering every community we serve, one family at a time. We recognize the crucial role of education as a means to improve family economic stability and self-sufficiency.

Launched in 2011, Educational Alliance’s College Access and Success program is a key component of our two-generation approach to improving educational outcomes and economic security for low-income families. A new, innovative approach to providing Head Start early childhood education, the program is grounded in the belief that when we make it possible for low-income adults to access higher education, we help them to better support and encourage the education of their children. At the same time we also increase their earning potential, which breaks the cycle of poverty and introduces a cycle of success. Three hundred parents, 53% of our Head Start population, have participated in College Access and Success.

We also support our families by offering parenting classes and family-focused community events to educate parents and support the healthy development and academic success of children.

Educational Alliance believes that parents and caregivers are their children’s primary teachers and it is critical that they support, augment, and reinforce their child’s learning and development.
EDUCATION, ECONOMIC SUPPORT, SOCIAL CAPITAL, AND HEALTH AND WELL-BEING ARE THE CORE ELEMENTS THAT CREATE AN INTERGENERATIONAL CYCLE OF OPPORTUNITY.

- Ascend at the Aspen Institute

Educational Alliance provides the fundamentals needed for academic success, one lesson at a time. We know that children who attend Early Childhood programs are more likely to be academically successful later in life because they develop essential academic and socio-emotional skills.

We are pioneers in Early Childhood education. We started one of the first kindergartens in NYC in the late 1800s. In 1965, we were selected to pilot one of the first Head Start programs in the country and in 1995 did the same for Early Head Start. Today we serve 630 children in Head Start and Early Head Start and 160 children in our private Jewish preschools.

Our programs promote young children’s learning in the areas of language and cognitive development, early reading and mathematics skills, socio-emotional development and overall approaches to learning. The program fosters a creative and inclusive environment. Our curricula reflect the diversity of our communities and we ensure our programs are culturally and linguistically responsive to each family.
Camp is more than just fun-filled days. Camp is a time that children develop social skills, grow more independent, show more leadership qualities, and become more adventurous.

Six hundred and fifty kids go to our New Country Day Camp, a forested campground, for a magical, adventure-filled summer. This includes children with special needs since we want all children to have the opportunity to participate in swimming, photojournalism, sports, and arts activities. Our inclusive pilot program was so successful that we expanded it by 70% for summer 2015.
Since 2003, Educational Alliance has been a chartered member of the Boys & Girls Clubs of America. Today, we serve more than 2,000 youth ages five to 18 in nine Boys & Girls Clubhouses across the Lower East Side and East Village.

Our programs foster academic, social, and emotional competencies and physical well-being in safe and nurturing environments; provide opportunities for youth to explore their interests and creativity; build skills that support academic achievement; raise participant expectations and confidence; cultivate youth leadership and community engagement; and engage parents/caregivers to support their children’s development.

We help empower youth by strengthening their minds and developing learning strategies that will build a foundation for success in school and in life.
The Joseph B. Rosenblatt College Prep Program creates a college-bound culture for middle and high school students and supports college students through graduation. Our program is designed to help young people succeed in middle school, graduate from high school, and attain needed skills to apply for and complete college.

Our College Prep Program strives to erase the barriers to higher education by providing comprehensive college preparation and instruction, taught by highly trained educators and youth development staff. In the eight years since the program launched, 100% of our program participants have graduated from high school and enrolled in college.
Providing meals allows our children to grow and learn and our adults to live healthier lives. Educational Alliance provides 175,750 meals to children annually to ensure they are eating nutritiously and are developing healthy eating habits.

For the people in our residential drug treatment programs, we provide 157,680 healthy meals a year and teach them how to make healthy food choices.

Older New Yorkers enjoy coming to Educational Alliance for meals, which are freshly prepared at the Manny Cantor Center’s brand new kosher kitchen and at our Sirovich Center for Balanced Living. Not only do all the 90,000 meals served annually meet the health needs of our seniors, but they also offer ideal socialization opportunities for those who are isolated.

Over 18,000 kosher meals were served to isolated, vulnerable people at Project ORE
For over 4,000 older adults, Educational Alliance is a home away from home. Educational Alliance’s Centers for Balanced Living and NORC (Naturally Occurring Retirement Community) are publicly recognized innovative models designed to deliver holistic health and wellness programs and services to older adults varying in age and physical ability. They place health and wellness at the core of all programming and help older New Yorkers age independently in their own homes. They also provide a welcoming second place that keeps them connected to their peers and communities.

To address the unmet needs of our homebound seniors, Project ORE (Outreach to the Elderly) expanded to include in-home mental health, medical, and psychiatric care. Through the services we offer, homebound seniors access benefits and entitlements, case management, kosher meals, transportation, legal services, direct cash assistance, Emergency Alert Response Systems, senior companion services, and basic health screenings.
At Educational Alliance, we keep our participants moving! Everyone from the children in our preschool to our older adults participate in a range of activities from aerobics to Zumba, from Chinese ribbon dancing to skateboarding. Knowing that having dedicated workout space would help facilitate more people living healthier lives, we opened a new state of the art Fitness Center at the Manny Cantor Center.

In keeping with our work to ensure equal access to health and wellness opportunities for every member of our community, this past year we piloted an innovative sliding-scale membership model in the Fitness Center at the Manny Cantor Center. Over 180 Head Start family members are working out because they can take advantage of our subsidized fitness center membership rate.

This is in addition to the Fitness Center at the 14th Street Y that includes an indoor swimming pool where hundreds of children and adults swim weekly.

7,613 people are living healthier lives by participating in our fitness programs.
The arts allow people to learn new skills and build self-esteem. Each Educational Alliance site is a hub for the arts and each day thousands of children, teens and adults are creating their own masterpieces. Children in our Head Start programs learn about Picasso and draw their own masterpieces; teens in our afterschool programs write and perform original music and dance productions each year; older adults perform in self-written plays and create mosaics; and amateur artists of all ages take classes in ceramics, painting, collage, sculpture, and drawing with master teachers in our historic Art School.

We are creating original art at the 14th Street Y’s LABA program. Artists participate in a year-long fellowship where they create original art, study ancient Jewish texts, and connect with the community. We also expose thousands of people to art each day through our three galleries, displaying art created by participants and professionals alike.

- John Wooden
Educational Alliance provides drug prevention, intervention, and treatment services through holistic, innovative, and community-based programs. Our residential drug treatment programs, Pride Site I and Pride Site II, use a therapeutic approach to foster change in the individual. Services include individual and group psychotherapy, case management, drug counseling, parenting education, anger management, recreational activities, sexual abuse counseling, and job training.

Project Contact offers comprehensive outpatient drug prevention, intervention, and treatment programs, including DUI/DWI treatment. Project Contact uses a multi-disciplinary, culturally-sensitive approach to create and tailor substance abuse treatment to meet the individual’s needs.

Project HELP (Health, Education, Leadership, and Prevention) is a community-based, education-focused substance abuse prevention program that distributed 22,500 multi-lingual educational brochures in 2014. We provide innovative, evidence-based interventions in English, Spanish and Mandarin (Chinese) that target youth, parents, caregivers, older adults, teachers, and other professionals. Programming is offered within Educational Alliance and our outreach extends to local early childhood education programs, public schools, and other community-based organizations.
No act of kindness, no matter how small, is ever wasted.

- Aesop

Volunteering is one of the most fundamental ways to give back to a community. Educational Alliance serves 50,000 New Yorkers every year with the help of hundreds of volunteers who provided 11,319 hours of service in 2014.

Some volunteers participated in one-time volunteer opportunities, while others volunteered every day. Volunteers include community members, corporate groups, schools, synagogues and churches, teens, and families. Our volunteers provide much needed programmatic support, including helping community members learn English, serving meals to our seniors, and tutoring our youth in math. These individuals share their time and talents with our community in order to support our programs and help Educational Alliance better serve our community. Each hour that our volunteers spend with our program participants enriches their lives.
Educational Alliance has long been a hub of innovative initiatives, an incubator of breakthrough ideas, and a leader in the field of education, providing high-quality programs to New York City's vulnerable.

This past year, we continued our legacy of innovation with programs that enhance quality of life and broaden the horizons for individuals and families in our community.

Educational Alliance's College Access and Success program is part of a two-generation approach to education and economic security that reimagines the Head Start model for the 21st century.

- The Annie E. Casey Foundation selected College Access and Success, one of just four national two-generation sites, to participate in a national evaluation project assessing the immediate and ongoing impact of two-generational programs. Through this initiative, we serve as a model for two-generation programs across the country.

- The National Head Start Association featured College Access and Success as one of only six case studies nationwide examining two-generation work.

Educational Alliance's Centers for Balanced Living deliver holistic, innovative, and evidence-based health and wellness programs and services to older adults varying in age and physical ability, ranging from baby boomers to the elderly.

- The Sirovich Center for Balanced Living was recognized by the New York City Department for the Aging as an Innovative Senior Center and now serves as a model for senior centers across the city.
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ONE FISCAL YEAR AT A TIME

PUBLIC SUPPORT, GRANTS, AND REVENUE $ IN 000'S

- Fees and Grants from Government Agencies: $17,494
- Program Service Fees: $11,838
- Contributions/Foundations*: $6,606
- UJA-Federation of New York: $1,628
- Annual Gala: $1,009
- Investment Income: $1,320
- Other Income: $4,513

Total Public Support, Grants & Revenue: $44,408

2014 EXPENSES

Total Program Expenses: $35,033

- 14th Street Y: $11,525
- Older Adult Services: $4,587
- Addiction Services: $4,754
- Education Pipeline: $11,479
- Manny Cantor Center: $2,688

SUPPORT SERVICES

- Management and General: $5,871
- Fundraising: $1,349
- Total Support Services: $7,220

Overall Total Expenses: $42,253

Result from Operations: $2,155

Ending Net Assets: $49,827

*This includes contributions to the agency’s annual campaign for operating support, as well as to its capital campaign for the Manny Cantor Center, which opened February 2014.
$1,000,000 and over
UJA-Federation of New York

$1,000,000 - $99,999
Annie E. Casey Foundation
Victoria and Lloyd Goldman/ Joyce
Irving Goldman Family Foundation
Goldman Sachs and Company
The Harry and Jeanette Weinberg Foundation
Henry and Lucy Moses Fund, Inc.
Joseph & Sylvia Slifka Foundation
JP Morgan Chase Foundation
TASC: The After School Corporation

$50,000 - $99,999
Boys and Girls Clubs of America
Pamela and Richard Cantor
Frances and Benjamin Benenson Foundation
J.E. and Z.B. Butler Foundation Inc.
Parent Child Home Program
The William Randolph Hearst Foundation, Inc.

$25,000 - $49,999
Carolyn and Andrew Albstein
Karyn and Charles Berdits
Rachel Bluth and Derek Smith
The Ehrlach Family
Susan L. Etess and Howard L. Zimmerman
The FAR Fund
Tricia Kallett and Craig Klosk
Melanie Katzman and Russell Makowsky
Harold Koda and Alan Kornberg
Lucias N. Littauer Foundation
New York Times Neediest Cases Fund
Family of Joseph B. Rosenblatt
Barbara and Harvey Schulweis
Jena Tarleton-Blake and Timothy W. Blake
Tishman Speyer
Anonymous

$10,000 - $24,999
Adolph and Ruth Schnurmacher Foundation
Nicole and Raanan Agus
Allied World Assurance Company US, Inc.
Barbara and Philip Altheim
Judith and Alan Appelbaum
Lynn Appelbaum
Adam Arnow
Atlantic Development Group
Atlantic Philanthropies Director/Employee
Designated Gift Program
Aran Foundation, Inc.
Robin Bernstein and John Ruskay
Renée and Tom Brodie
Capital One Bank
Congregation Or Zarua
Credit Suisse Americas Foundation
Denise and Jamie Crystal
Alisa and Dan Doctoroff
Ernst and Young, LLP
The Fan Fox and Leslie R. Samuels Foundation
Sandi and Andrew Farkas
Steve Napolitano, Jeffrey Mitzner, Steve Farber/First
American Title Insurance Company of New York
Lynn and Sheldon Goldstein
Susan and Jeffrey Goldstein
Hess Foundation Inc.
Ruth E. Horowitz and Michael A. Nachman
The Jacob Silverman Charitable Trust
Jean and Louis Dreyfus Foundation
John A. Sellon Charitable Residual Trust
Cindie and Donald Kastenbaum
KPMG LLP
L & M Development Partners / BFC Partners
Leo Oppenheimer and Flora Oppenheimer Haas Foundation
Susan and Martin Lipton
Macintyre Family
Bebe and Ralph Mann
Frederick Kane Marek
May and Samuel Rudin Family Foundation, Inc.
Jenny Morgenthau
Neuberger Berman
Susan and David Newman
Joseph Persky
RCDolner LLC
The Ridgefield Foundation, Inc. & The Leir Foundation, Inc.
Kiki and Andy Schaffer
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Unity Building Services Inc.
Carrie Van Syckel and Steven Page
David Welles
Sarah and Isaac Wheeler
Milo Yoneyama and Jared Marks
Zubatkin Owner Representation

$1,000 - $4,999

Mai Abe and Matthew Levin
Joshua Abrams
Claire and Lawrence Aidem
Michael B. Albert
Alexander Wolf & Son
Alexandra Alperovich and Jeremy Simon
Rittha and Sheldon Alster
Lauren Altman
Lisa and Micah Arbisser
Robert H. Arnow
AWR Group
Eliza Barnes and Alan Bell, B&B Supportive LLC
The Bar-Levav Family Foundation
John Bartolotta
Madelene Goodman Benamy
Jack Bendheim
Marlene and Stanley Besen
BlackRock Matching Gift Program
Harvey Blecher and Joseph Blecher
Shifra Bronznick
Judith and Robert Burger
The Caceres Family
Christine and Bill Campbell
Susan Caplan and Stuart A. Shiklar
Donald A. Capocca
Central Construction Management LLC
Central Synagogue
Century 21 Associates Foundation Inc.
Nilene Evans Chase and Arnold Chase
Leslie and Howard Chazinoff
Nerou Cheng
Camilla Churcher and Khalid Saifullah
Caryn and Rodney Cohen
Dara and Teddy Cohen
Janet Cohen and Daniel Kramarsky
Marla Corst-Stark and Robert Stark
Caren Constantiner
The Covenant Foundation
John-Patrick Cunin, Esq.
Paula M. Dagen
Edward J. Davis and Thomas D. Phillips
D.E. Shaw Group
Mr. and Mrs. Curt de Jonge
Kevin Richards, Deloitte
Dell Giving
Ellin A. Delsener
Lee Deutsch
DJM Restoration, Inc.
Laura and James Duncan
David Edel
Cindy and David Edelson
ESFP
Lucky and Edgar Eisner
Lisa Engel
Andrew J. Epstein
Rabbi Shira Koch Epstein and Jason Epstein
Deborah and John Evangelakos
Neil A. Falcone, Lainey and Andy Fallek

$5,000 - $9,999

Madeleine and David Arrow
Mike Banic
Bank Hapoalim
Michelle Baronne
Lisa and Zohar Ben-Dov
Joy and Steven Bunson
Brooke Carleton and John Paduano
City Harvest
Con Edison
Congregation Kehilath Jeshurun
Cindy and David Edelson
DJM Restoration, Inc.
Lisa Engel
Andrew J. Epstein
Rabbi Shira Koch Epstein and Jason Epstein
Deborah and John Evangelakos
Neil A. Falcone, Lainey and Andy Fallek

Betty and Alan Feldman
Esther and Warren Feldman
Debra Fine and Martin Schneider
Susan Fine and Arnon Mishkin
Robert Fret
Food Source
Karim Forseke and Peter Jorgensen
Frances Alexander Family Fund
Elizabeth Gable
Helen and Misha Galperin
Helen Garey and Leonard Brous
The Gellin - Zalaznick Foundation, Inc.
Sima Ghadamian
Laura and Jeffrey Goldberger
Donna and Robert Golden
Estate of Seymour Goldstein
Jill and Brad Gordon
William Greenblatt
Kristine and Marc Granetz
Emily Greenberg
Sara and Gubins and Michael Biajou
Susan Guzman
Deena and Ernest Harburg
Neil Helmsen
Julie and Ken Hendel
Brian Herlity
Elizabeth Hirsch
Nancy and Joel Hirschtritt
Hohefinger Garlitt & Gross, LLP
Dana and Peter Hopper
Ellen and David Horning
Thomas Hughes
Amy B. Iles
Isabella Freedman Jewish Retreat Center
Jack Resnick & Sons, Inc.
Ruth Jarmul and Irvin Rosenthal
Jeffries LLC
jewish Community Youth Foundation
jewish Home Lifecare
JHC CoHN LLP
JRT Realty Group, Inc.
Janet and Howard Kagan
Keren and Mark Kalmian
Kamsson Industries, Inc.
Randye Kaplan and Gerald Blitstein
Steven Karpel
Jared Kerner
Robert J. Katz
Keiter Family Foundation
Alícia Kershaw and Peter Rose
Susie Kessler and Peter Geffen
Barbara and Alan Klestadt
Sara and Richard Koffman
Susie and Robert Kolton
Jordy and Zan Kramarsky
Lori and Barry Kupferberg
Kerri Kwinter and Adam Brooks
Emily Laderman
Nancy Langsam
Cathy and Christopher Lawrence
Michael Lentin
Leon Levy Foundation
Frank P. Winston, Lerner Arnold & Winston LLP
Andrew J. Levander
Laverder
Carol and Jerry W. Levin
Lindsay Levin
Felicia and Sander Levy
Frances and Jack Levy
Bonne Litt and Charles Fournier
Lowell & Harriet Glazer Family Foundation

Ellen and Douglas Lowey
M&T Bank
Evelyn and Jerome Makowsky
Gary Makowsky
Richard Marans
Barbara Marcus
Mindy Markowitz
Lisa and Gary Matthews
Michael Mederick
MedFlit
Geeta and Krishen Mehta
Metzger-Price Fund, Inc.
Marnin J. Michaels
Richard Miller
The Millman Family
Jennifer and David Millstone
Judith L. Mogul and Daniel J. Kramer
Matthew E. Morningstar and Alan van Capelle
Dayna Morris and David Tombok
Abigail and Jonathan Moses
Jennifer Moses and Ron Belier
Mount Sinai Health System
Annie and Albert Muzaurieta
Maria and Guy Muzin
Karen and Henry Myerberg
Nicole and Richard Nackenson
Ric Nadel and Mo Siegel
Amy Neu
Elna and Michael Nierenberg
Peabody LLP
Steven D. Oppenheim
Judith Stern Peck
Planned Companies
Anne Pollack
Barbara Pollard and Mitchell Stein
Edith and Sidney Posel
Warrie and James Price
Jen Proudman and Steven Schucker
Angelo Provenzano
Martin J. Rabinowitz
Dushane Ramsay
Pamela Bol Riess
Janet and Lawrence Rivkin
RNC Industries
Robert and Ardis James Foundation
Jonathan F. P. Rose
Esther Rosenberg and Michael Ostroff
Freda Rosenberg and Hillev Wallack
Esther Rosenberg
Danny Rosenthal
Pamela and Stuart Rothenberg
Joshua Rubin
Nan Rubin
Dana and Ilan Rubinstein
George Rush
Michael Sanders
Jeannie and Robert Savit
David Firestein, SCG Retail
Sheila B. Scharfman
Randi Schatz and Joseph Allerhand
Edward Schecter
Mike Pratt, The Scherman Foundation
Mindy Schneider and Michael Lesser
Bruce Schönbrun
Wendy and Jim Schreiber
Jolle Schwab
Jill and Evan Seigelman
Lewis Cohen, Service Glass
Wendy and Stephen Shalen
Ann and Stephen T. Shapiro
Darcy and Jesse Gerstein
Rachel Glue and David Friedman
Noah Elliot Gotbaum
Bruce Gould
Rayna, Michael, Emily, Sara and Adam Greenberg
Mark Handelman
Harold Grinspoon Foundation-PJ Library
Mark Hazan
Henry Street Settlement
Burt Hochstein
Nora Hoermann
Meryl and Stephen Jacobs
Justine Karp
Elissa Kates
Joel Kazis and Sara Nathan
Colleen P. Kelly and Robert J. Lack
David Kirsch
Francine Klein
Gilda Kletenik
Koch Group & Company, LLC
Stacey and Curtis Lane
Alexandra Lebenthal and Jay Diamond
Joseph Zitolo, Lemle & Wolff, Inc.
Lenox Hill Neighborhood Houses
Kathleen and Richard Levin
Matthew Levine
Robin Levine
Shelley and Phillip Levine
Margot and Ed Levy
Leslie Spira Lopez and Mark Lopez
Suzette and Saul Masters
Mauzone Food Service
Saeid Jallilvand, Montrose Surveying Co. LLP
Mocholou Morecare Community Center
Michal and Avi Nachmany
Nation’s Best Meat Wholesalers, Inc.
Zena Nikita-Centoni and Peter Ceruzzi
Nylan Contracting, LLC
Andrzej Okolski
P.S. Levine, Triangle Plumbing Co.
Michèle Philip
Princeton University
Quality Building Construction, LLC
Shagor Rahman
Ramaz Middle School Charity Fund
Giovanna Randall
Bill Robinson
Julie Rosenberg and Thomas Berger
Lisa Rosenthal
Brooke and Andrew Russakoff
Stephan S. Russo
Joanna Samuels
Michelle and Yehuda Sarna
Jeffrey Schajer
Becky and David Schamis
Kelly Schmidt and Rafael Hines
Steven M. Silverman, Schwartz & Silverstein, LLP
Kim and David Seeherman
Wendy Seligson and Ian Blant
Andi Sheaffer and Roy Diamond
Carole and Lawrence Sirviouch
Abigail Solomon
Marilyn and Keith Stanger
Eckstein and Sara Adam
Debra and Steven Bricker
Brotherhood Synagogue
Curtis + Ginsberg Architects, LLP
Alison and Paul Deighton
Digscribe
Jamie Drew
Katie and Gabriel Eid
Ira M. Emanuel
Family Management Corporation
Meredith and Barry Fishman
Joyce and Eugene Flinn
Susan and Martin Fox
Gelfand Generations Incorporated

Janet Wohlberg Benesch
Inger Berenschot
Jennifer E. Berg
Matteo Bergamini
Lorraine and Stanley Berger
Elise Berkman
Alan Berkowitz
Anita Berkowitz
Andrew Berman
Dennis Berman
Erica Berman
Karen Berman and Jonathan Yellen
Kate Berman
Ross Berman
Bradley Bernard
Patricia Hametz Berner and Christopher Berner
Abe Bernstein
Judy Bernstein and Stephen Thompson
Shameea Bharratt
Monica Bilboul
Joel Binfield
Stella Binkevich
Edward Bisno
Julie Bitman
Tricia Blanchard
Michelle Blanter
Daniel Blaser
Karyn Blaser
Rachel and Arthur R. Blazer
Blend Air Mechanical Corporation
Emma Bloomburg
Justin Blue
 Carly Blush
Susan and Jeffrey Bogatin
Barbara Bohan-Thompson and Matthew Thompson
Kathleen Bostjancic
Lee Botnick
Alisa Boymelgreen
Deborah and David Brand
Jackie Braun
Joan Bregstein and David Burststein
Jami Breiter
Jefrey Breslin
Lillian and David Brick
Michele and Gene Brickman
Christine Bigliga
Ben Brisson
Nancy and Carl de Brito
Jamie Brokowsky
Melissa Bromberg
Alina Brouda
Bernard Brown
Rebecca Brown
Tammy Brown-Lerman and Steven Lerman
James J. Brudney
Nina Buesing-Gentile
Joseph Burden
Michael Burke
Debbie Burkhoff
Kathy Burtianian and Jeffrey Haber
Lisa Butera-Hough and William Hough
Sandra Buzali
Bertha Caceres
Danielle Capalino
Stuart Chaplin
Michael A. Cardozo
Robert M. Carr
Jorge Carrion
Vickie and James Cassidy
Michelle B. Cassuto and Howard Sander

Nancy Wackstein
Philis Wallach
Jeff Waters
Mitchell Webb
Stephanie Wheeler
Caitlin Winans
Amy Yenkin and Robert I. Udsan
Ingrid Yulin
Lori Zabar and Mark Mariscoc
Mr. and Mrs. Zervakis
Michael Zisser
Mark Zucker
Anonymous

Up to $500

A Knit Wit Phyllis Smoller
Amanda W. Aiken
Lee Abiess
Erin Abrams
Josephine Abrams
Charlotte Abramson
Nancy S. Abramson
Ian Barnardo Abravaya
Ackman-Ziff Real Estate Group
Catherine Steiner Adair and Fred Adair
Denise Aghion
Rebecca Ain
Michele and Yuval Alexander
Hillary Alger
Brett Allen
Courtney Allen
Sarah Allende
Amy Allina
Rebecca Alper
Steven M. Alter, Ph.D.
Miriam H. Altman
Marisol Alvarez
Brittany Amendola
American International Group, Inc. (AIG)
Joseph Simonetti, CEO American Mutualmen
Antonucci & Associates Architects & Engineers, LLP
AON Foundation
Steven Appel
Sydney Appelbaum
Edika Arinus
Arts/RX NYC Creative Arts Therapy LLC
Ana Artz
Ovdaya Areyh
The Adher Family Foundation
Victoria Asness and Christopher Coffey
Ruth Avrin and Joel Karp
Gerardo Portenery Backal
Wendy Baker
Dina Bakst
Banzai de Bug
Mara Baraban
Jane Barisich
The Barbarian Group
Hadar Barkan
Lauren Barnes
Kara and Dov Barnett
Nora Claire Barr
Natalie Barth
Adrienne Bavar
Barry Bedell
Marcia Belin
Gavriel Bellino

$500 - $999

Aggressive Energy & Mechanical Group
All-Safe LLC
Cindy Asen
Aspro Mechanical Contracting
Andi Barchas
Art/RX NYC Creative Arts Therapy LLC
Sydney Appelbaum
AON Foundation
Steven Appel
Sydney Appelbaum
Edika Arinus
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Ovdaya Areyh
The Adher Family Foundation
Victoria Asness and Christopher Coffey
Ruth Avrin and Joel Karp
Gerardo Portenery Backal
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Banzai de Bug
Mara Baraban
Jane Barisich
The Barbarian Group
Hadar Barkan
Lauren Barnes
Kara and Dov Barnett
Nora Claire Barr
Natalie Barth
Adrienne Bavar
Barry Bedell
Marcia Belin
Gavriel Bellino
Educational Alliance mourns the passing of Jay M. Furman and Elinor Ratner who contributed greatly to our organization and its people.